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That Alabama Bear.

Words by DAVE OPPENHEIM.

Music by JOE COOPER.

Moderato.

There's a celebration down in Alabama, Music grand, on every hand,

Dixie way, Hearts are gay, and nights are day,

Everybody's happy and they feel so gay, Holiday, well

Everybody's spooning 'cause they feel so fine, Divine, it's
I should say,
just the clime,
See the merry couples swaying everywhere,
Now the dance is started and the fever's high,

It's a bear, you'll declare;
Girlies nigh, catch your eye,
There's no use in standing 'cause you can't keep still
When they play that Alabama bear,
Understand as the other couples wander by.

CHORUS. Not Fast.

Oh that Alabama Bear,
It's such a soothing
air, It's got you going, you'll declare:

Honey dear, can't you hear, all the piccolos, It's a tune makes you

spoon, ev'ry time it blows, Then you start to sway, as you glide a-way, Oh!

hon' say it's beautiful; Hear that Alabama band, The
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finest in the land, That Southern folks just love so grand; When you hear that lovin' tune that goes like Dixie, There's a spot in your heart that will

rag like sixty, When you do that Alabama

Bear, Bear,